Make: Toyota
Model: Celica GT4 ST205 Jap import
Year: 1994
Mileage: 151,000 (mixed km and miles should be about 100,000 in miles but do not have
paper work to say for sure)
MOT Date: Late August tbc
Engine:
Service:
Engine recently remove to replace and update all consumable and wearable components
 Water Pump –metal impellor type
 Cam Belt 7/9/15
 Alternator/ air con belt
 New alternator/ air con tensioner fitted
 New thermostat
 Power Steering Pump
 New gaskets
o Rocker cover gaskets plus bolt rubbers
o Intake manifold
o Exhaust, turbo, wastegate
 New Fluids
o Fuchs Titan Race Pro S 5W-40 Ester Fully Synthetic
o Fram oil filter
o Pass fluid
o Toyota red for both cooling systems
 Alternator fixing points repaired
 Camshaft seals replaced
 Stainless rocker bolt set
 Numerous parts re painted and re fitted
 Crash beam de rusted and refurbished
 Most old clips replaced with new jubilees
 Stoney Racing silicone hose kit fitted
 Stoney Racing silicone cooling hoses fitted
 Engine degrease carried out
 Throttle body coolant lines repaired
 Distributor shaft O ring seal replaced
 New spark plugs 7/9/15
 New rotor arm
 Knock sensor wiring repaired from incorrect state
 Ignition timing tested and set
 Engine light comes on and off for charge cooler fluid level despite not loosing fluid.
This is a very common issue on these and most people normally stick a resistor in the
sensor inline connector to turn it off.
 Regular Oil changes, anything between 1k and 3k miles

Modifications:
 Uprated panel air filter in standard box
 Full 3” JapSpeed exhaust system
 Apexi AVCR electronic boost controller (set for 0.9b & 1.1b)
 Turbo timer
 Speedo Conversion to mph
 Added heat protection to the underside of the top mount cooler

Suspension & Handling:















BC Racing coilovers
Full adjustment on all 4 corners inc damping
Fully adjustable top mounts
Front right will not adjust much lower than it currently does, but will go back up and
down. I have a spare part ready to fit along with a spare lower suspension arm for it
to be fitted into away from the car (save time stripping the car down and then doing
the work)
Uprated ARB bushes
Superstrut components replaced with good second hand parts, no idea how much life
they have left but there are no noises coming from them and they were all fitted within
the last 5000 miles. (Look to be in good condition)
Uprated crush tubes
Rear wheel bearing changed R/O/S
New drop links all round
4 Good branded tyres, all legal. To be updated with measurements!
Light weight alloy wheels, not sure on brand as I did not purchase them. They look
like SSR competition type Cs and the weight of each wheel matches up to the
weights listed by SSR. But I will leave them as unknown in case they are reps
Wheels will want a refurb as they look tatty, no real damage though (eg buckles and
chunks)
Slight knock from rear end (definitely not diff mount), may just be exhaust, but will
verify.

Transmission:




Clutch feels fine and looked fine at engine drop
Uprated BRD shifter bushes fitted
No unusual noises from trans system

Interior:


















Carbon D1 gear knob
New gear gaiter that doesn’t fit too well, but I’m sure it would be an easy fix or £5 to
buy a new one.
Bluetooth and DAB stereo fitted
Climate control
Rare single din cup holder and coin tray fitted
Apexi AVCR display fitted in centre console (non-intrusive/ could remove with no
damage)
A few parts are vinyl wrapped but can be easily returned to standard
LED upgrade to instrument cluster bulbs
Black and red interior (took me a long time of looking to get my hands on this) in very
good condition, also have a spare set of seats in very good condition.
Carpets look new
Original mats! though showing their age
New bulb needed for the climate control panel
Steering wheel replaced with one in better condition
Full spare set of seats in mint condition, optional at no cost
Full A/C climate control, though probably wants a re-gas
Some interior boot trim plastics may want replacing though I have never bothered
New tailgate latch fitted

Brakes:
 New disks and pads in last 2-3k
 Refurbished front callipers
 Hand Brake assembly fully rebuilt with new parts
 Front callipers freshly painted red, I will also paint the rears prior to sale
Exterior:
 Cleans up quite well but is showing its age now (stone chips etc)
 Rare half height Eureou rise blocks
 No aftermarket body kit fitted, so there is no hidden rot to worry about!
 Fogs tinted yellow
 Lights removed, cleaned and seals cleaned and re-glued
 Bonnet mesh needs repainting. I have bought a new seal so can do this and refit
before sale.
 No real rust
 Bottom of doors have some cosmetic rust, cannot be seen much and is not on the
body of the car. Doors are approx. £50 from breakers, but I have struggled to find any
in any better condition. It also hasn’t been a priority job for me.
 Antenna motor is working fine but antenna itself has seized. All it needs is a new
antenna and cable for £15-£20 brand new on EBay
 1 area of lacquer peel under the rear right window, also signs of it thinning around it.
 Folding electric mirrors
 Front crash beam and brackets stripped down and re-sprayed with black Hammerite
Other things included in sale:
 Full spare set of seats in mint condition
 Front mount intercooler and pipe kit
 Rare bonnet spoiler
 Car cover
 Spare suspension lower leg section including new ‘cup’ for front right BC leg
 2 spare tyres, both very nearly new but with puncture repairs

Pictures (More available on request)

